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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study explores the effect of patient clinical history taking, using a digital
symptom assessment app, on patient flow.
Design, methods and participants: We used a discrete event approach to simulate patient flow
in an urgent care center.
Setting: The base case: a small center with 2 triage nurses, 2 doctors, 1 treatment/examination
nurse and 1 discharge administrator in service.
Intervention/comparator: Four scenarios with different numbers of staff and with or without
digital symptom assessment.
Outcome: Average overall patient waiting time and average queue length is measured to explore
the optimality of patient flow.
Results: Compared to the base case, a decrease of 4.63 patients in the triage nurse queue length
was observed when using a symptom assessment app. This was accompanied with increasing the
doctors queue of 1.85 patients. Average overall patient waiting time was 6.61 minutes less than
in the base case and the patients waiting time for triage was reduced from 34.06 to 15.54
minutes, a reduction of 54%.
Conclusions: Compared to the base case of the UCC, the use of app based intelligent digital
symptom taking has the potential to decrease the average patient waiting to a similar degree
to the addition of a triage nurse, and also, fewer people wait for examination by the doctors
and the patient average overall patient waiting time is reduced. Most importantly, there is the
potential to have a 54% reduction in waiting time to see the triage nurse and reducing this time
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is known to reduce patient anxiety, staff anxiety and to improve patient care. These simulation
results have been used for clinical trial hypotheses forming and have the potential, through
this, to impact service provision and approaches to digitalisation.
Key words: Symptom assessment application, Discrete event simulation, Health care system,
Patient flow modeling

Article Summary
Strengths and limitations of this study
This study addresses an important challenge: how digitalisation and AI-powered technology
can help increase health care delivery efficiency and potentially ease overcrowding problems
through the application of a discrete event simulation approach.

● The nature of UCCs varies from facility to facility and from country to country, with
some facilities having some planned appointments, and many having only walk-in
appointments.

● In our model, we only consider the UCC setting without any planned appointments and
we considered a first-in-first-out flow of the patients.

● All modelling approaches require some degree of estimation of reasonable clinical
parameters. Our model none-the-less describes a scenario relevant to many UCCs.

Introduction
Overcrowding in healthcare facilities occurs when, over a period of time, the number of patients
seeking care exceeds the care facility capacity. This is often accompanied not only by a
deterioration of patient outcomes, but also by a significant reduction in performance of the
healthcare system. Long queues of patients can lead to delayed care delivery, increased health
risk for urgent cases, nosocomial infections, increased stress, and increased staff burden [1,2].
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Overcrowding has been specifically associated with increased occurrence of preventable medical
errors and with negative effects on clinical trial outcomes [3–5]. Health care system performance
can be measured in terms of patients’ overall waiting time and quality of the service[6]. Patient
flow modelling in a health care system helps the performance analysis of the whole system and
can aid decision making in capacity and resource planning and appointment scheduling [7].
Optimizing patient flow in health care facilities, therefore, can be beneficial in the overall
improvement of the performance of the health care delivery process. These benefits include the
optimized use of physical and human resources, improving the care quality and patients’
experiences through reduction of waiting time, and ultimately reducing costs. Ways to improve
the flow, and ultimately the performance, of a healthcare delivery process include eliminating
unnecessary and duplicate activities, performing activities in parallel, and identifying alternative
process flows [7]. The taking and recording of patients’ symptoms by skilled labour is an activity
which is often duplicated during triage and treatment in urgent care centers (UCC) and
emergency departments (EDs). First, a triage nurse, as the first point of contact, asks for
symptoms and patient history to classify patients into different levels of severities. The treating
physician then later re-assesses symptoms and takes a more detailed history to inform next
diagnostic steps and potential diagnoses and treatments.
By contrast, a digital symptom assessment application used by patients in the waiting room to
document symptoms and history has the potential to enable professionals to save time and treat
more patients. This, in turn, has the potential to reduce system overload in the case of
unexpectedly high demand.
One such tool, Ada, is a digital health app utilising a probabilistic reasoning engine to collect
demographic information, medical history, and symptoms. A previous usability study found that
patients using Ada’s tools in a primary care waiting room reported them helpful and easy to use
[8]. A clinical vignette study showed that Ada’s reasoning engine has similar levels of coverage,
accuracy, and safety as human general practitioners [9]. This is important as a patient digital
symptom recording tool must be able to ask appropriate and targeted questions on the wide
range of symptoms with which patients can present to primary care. However, it remains unclear
what potential benefits might be experienced in a more urgent setting. The nature of UCCs varies
depending on geographic location, and the term UCC is used to refer to different centre types
[10]. The term UCC can refer to walk-in centres, urgent care centres, minor injury units and urgent
treatment centres, all with different levels of service. The UCC, as it is modelled in this study, is a
GP-led center, open for at least 12 hours a day, every day of the week, equipped to diagnose and
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treat many of the most common ailments people go to the ED for, including sprains and strains,
suspected broken limbs, minor head injuries, cuts and grazes, bites and stings, minor scalds and
burns, ear and throat infections, skin infections and rashes, eye problems, coughs and colds,
feverish illness in adults, feverish illness in children, abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhoea and
emergency contraception. This type of unit is now referred to in the NHS as an urgent treatment
centre [11].
While most prior research on triage, waiting and consultation time distributions has studied
primary health clinics [12–14] or the ED [15–18], relatively little has been reported about UCCs.
We found only one study [19] that compared waiting and consultation times in UCCs and
physician offices. As no study was identified which measures the triage time in an UCC, we
extracted data from the studies by [16] and [15] which include information on time for triage in
an ED. As we focussed on improving patient flow in an UCC, we looked for studies on health clinics
where patients are seen without needing a prior appointment.
One approach that can be used to explore the effect of a new digital health technology or of a
process change in health care system flow and efficiency is system simulation. This is a powerful
methodology as it allows the optimal usage of a technology to be explored. Results of many
simulation-based studies have already been implemented in real-world settings for better
management of patient flow in health care systems. An example of this was the simulation of
multiple measurement performance metrics to evaluate scheduling, process flow and resource
levels in a real-life large scale oncology center [20], where the implementation of the changes
proposed by the simulations resulted in the improvement of the centre’s system-wide
performance. Another example of real world implementation was in the application of discreteevent simulation to a military outpatient primary care clinic. Here the approach was used to
design a hybrid appointment/walk-in model for improving patient flow and to optimize care
provider utilization [21]. Another example was the application of a simulation model to analyse
and identify factors contributing to flow blockage in an outpatient clinic of the Indiana University
Medical Group. The strategic recommendations proposed from the simulation study led to
significant improvements in real-life patient waiting time and physicians utilization [22].
In addition to analytical methods such as queuing theory, simulation methods such as system
dynamics, agent-based simulation, and discrete event simulation have gained a lot of attention
as a helpful method to tackle the complexities of analysis of patient flow in different areas. These
applications include: (i) the detection of bottlenecks of the patient flow in healthcare facilities;
(ii) optimizing flow management strategies such as scheduling and resource allocation rules; and,
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(iii) estimating treatment cost in terms of the lengths of stay of patients [7,23,24]. Here we used
discrete event simulation, where patients are considered as independent entities [25] interacting
with resources such as nurses and doctors through events like arrival, admission, and discharge.
The usage scenario that we simulate in this study is based on current real-world use of intelligent
digital symptom and history taking applications, and the imminent developments of the clinical
use of these tools. We compare the scenario in which there is no patient digital symptom
assessment to the scenario in which every patient entering the UCC waiting room has used the
symptom assessment tool. The patient usage can be either: (i) via patients completing the
assessment at home (using a web-embedded or phone application) - this is currently an option
provided by some health care providers; or, (ii) via patients completing the assessment using
check-in kiosks/terminals in a physically collocated ED department waiting room before fast track
redirection/referral to the associated UCC; or, (iii) via patients arriving directly at the UCC,
without prior completion of a symptom assessment, but then completing the assessment using
check-in kiosks/terminals before entering the UCC-waiting room (this is not considered waiting
time at the UCC as it is check-in time). In each case there is direct patient to clinical handover of
the assessment report symptoms from the symptom assessment tool to the UCC digital
electronic records system.
The model requires a parameter for how much time can be saved through digital patient
symptom recording by symptom assessment applications. A 2017 pilot implementation of the
Ada app in a busy 10,000 patient UK primary care practice saved an estimated 1.9 minutes, as
reported by doctors from over 300 primary care consultations. In a second pilot exploratory study
we conducted 5 structured interviews with clinicians in an ED in 2019, who viewed the symptom
assessment report produced by an app used in a clinical trial. These clinicians estimated the
potential time saving through use of these tools in the ED setting as between 4 to 6 minutes
(unpublished data). We use this as a starting point in this simulation study and will definitively
measure this parameter in future clinical studies. In the current study, we sought to understand
what sort of systemic impact tools like Ada could have on patient flow in a frequently overburdened health setting, the UCC.

Methods
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We simulated a UCC in the first four hours of its opening. In the first step of the patient journey
(see Figure 1), a triage nurse assesses the symptoms of the patient. In the next step, the patient
visits the doctor and either visits the examination/treatment room (with the probability of λ) or
is discharged (with the probability of 1-λ). If a patient visits the examination/treatment room, he
or she is either redirected to the doctor for further investigations (with the probability of ω) or
discharged (with the probability of 1-ω). Triage duration, consultation duration, number of staff
in-service and arrival rate of the patients affect the patient flow in the UCC. The baseline scenario
of staffing of the UCC was based on professional experience of one coauthor (S.U.) and another
colleague (A.B.) who have each worked for over 5 years in a combination of NHS general
practices, UCCs and EDs. We assumed that there were two triage nurses, two doctors, one nurse
for examination/treatment and one administrator responsible for discharge (Table 1). We
simulated the effects of each patient using a symptom assessment app on average overall patient
waiting time and queue size. We used the package Simmer (version 4.4.0) developed by [26]
specifically for discrete event simulations in R. Figure 2 illustrates the patient trajectory through
the UCC in the Simmer environment.

Figure 1
Illustration of the UCC, where patients arrive without any planned appointment. In the first step a triage
nurse runs a symptom assessment, then patients are directed to the doctor. Depending on their situation
they may be examined/treated by another nurse and then discharged or sent back to a doctor, or
discharged immediately by administrative staff.
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Table 1
Number of staff and average duration of patient-staff interaction in the baseline setting of the UCC.
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Figure 2
Illustration of the urgent care center, as described in Figure 1, as modelled in the Simmer environment.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of a symptom assessment app in enhancing
the patient flow by reducing the patient queue length and overall patient waiting time. Therefore,
we first simulated the flow with different arrival rates to select an arrival rate which leads to
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overcrowding. Here we considered overcrowding as an average overall patient waiting time of
more than 30 minutes. We simulated the patient trajectory starting with an arrival rate of 0.1
patients per minute. The average overall patient waiting time and queue size for each arrival rate
and simulation number are reported in Table 2. As the final results are dependent on the number
of simulations, we calculated the desired metrics in different runs of simulation,i.e. 500, 1000,
5000 and 10000. We saw that after 5000 runs of simulations, the results were stable. For the
arrival rate of 0.1 patients per minute, we observed an average overall patient waiting time of
fewer than 30 minutes, average queue size of around 1.27 and 2.43 patients for triage nurse and
doctors respectively. As we increased the patient arrival rate from 0.1 to 0.2 patients per minute,
we observed an increase in nurse queue size from 1.27 to 8.46 patients and a corresponding
increase in average overall patient waiting time from 24.18 to 49.16 minutes. For our further
analysis, we used the arrival rate of 0.2 patients per minute, as the purpose of the study was to
investigate the potential benefit of a symptom assessment app in an overcrowded health care
center.
Arrival rates
(patients per

0.1

0.2

minute)
Simulation runs

500

1000

5000

10000

500

1000

5000

10000

Patient overall

23.42

23.73

24.18

24.18

48.82

48.99

49.17

49.16

1.30

1.38

1.27

1.26

8.60

8.60

8.46

8.46

2.30

2.30

2.43

2.43

5.30

5.30

5.30

5.41

waiting time
(min)
Triage nurse
queue size
Doctors queue
size

Table 2.
Results of patient flow metrics for different arrival rate and different simulation runs

We then simulated different what-if-scenarios to investigate the effect of changing the number
of staff and using a symptom assessment app on queue status and overall patient waiting time.
We assumed that patient arrivals, triage, consultation and discharge (all the events in patient
flow through the UCC) follow Poisson distributions. Therefore, in our simulations, the time
interval distribution between all the events follow exponential distributions.
Patient and public involvement
Patients were not involved in setting the research questions, the design, outcome measures or
implementation of the study. They were not asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of
results. No patients were advised on dissemination of the study or its main results.
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Results
We simulated multiple scenarios to measure overall patient waiting time, triage nurse queue size
and doctor queue size. A list of all simulated scenarios are shown in Table 3 and their
corresponding results are shown in Table 4. Each scenario was simulated 5000 times and the
result metrics are reported as the overall mean of 5000 simulations. Supplementary Figure 3
displays the histogram of overall patient waiting time for different scenarios. The base case
scenario was an UCC staffed with two triage nurses, two doctors, one treatment nurse and one
administrator responsible for the discharge. An example simulation run in a basic set up is shown
in Supplementary Figure 1. As indicated in Supplementary Figure 1-A, the triage nurse was being
used at 100% capacity. Also because of the arrival rate of 0.2 patients per minute, a large queue
formed (Supplementary Figure1-B). Adding one triage nurse reduced the nurse queue size from
8.43 to 3.37 patients and average overall patient waiting time from 49.74 to 45.76 minutes, but
increased the doctor queue size by 4.13 patients, creating a new bottleneck at the doctors (see
Supplementary Figure 2, particularly panel B). Providing one additional doctor resulted in a
significant reduction in doctor queue size (5.56 patients), and the resultant average overall
patient waiting time (33.9 minutes). Compared to the base case, using a symptom assessment
app substantially reduced the triage nurse queue length and patient waiting time for triage nurse
by 4.63 patients and 18.52 minutes respectively (i.e. a reduction in the patient waiting time for
triage of 54%), while increasing the doctors queue by 1.85 patients. Patients waited on average
6.61 minutes less than in the base case in their whole journey through the clinic.
Triage nurse

Doctors

Treatment nurse

Number of staff/

Number of staff/

Number of staff /

[Duration] (min)

[Duration] (min)

[Duration] (min)

Base case

2 nurses / [15 min]

2 doctors / [20 min]

1 nurse / [15 min]

Base case + 1 triage nurse

3 nurses / [15 min]

2 doctors / [20 min]

1 nurse / [15 min]

Base case + 1 triage nurse + 1

3 nurses / [15 min]

3 doctors / [20 min]

1 nurse / [15 min]

2 nurses / [10 min]

2 doctors / [15 min]

1 nurse / [15 min]

Scenario

doctor
Base case + symptom assessment
app

Table 3.
Number of staff and consultation and triage time in different scenarios.
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Queue Properties

Scenario
Overall patient waiting

Nurse queue size (patients)

Doctors queue size (patients)

time (min)

Base case

49.78

8.43

5.41

Base case + 1 triage nurse

45.76

3.37

9.54

Base case + 1 triage nurse + 1 doctor

33.9

3.47

5.56

Base case + symptom assessment

43.17

3.8

7.26

app

Table 4.
Simulation results for different what-if-scenarios in terms of average overall patient waiting time and
queue length

Discussion
Principal findings
Digital symptom assessment apps have the potential to improve the patient flow in health care
facilities such as hospitals, primary clinics, EDs, and UCCs [27], where a long queue of patients
not only puts a lot of pressure on the health care workers, but also on patients. In this study, we
simulated the patient flow of an UCC with and without app based intelligent digital symptom
taking prior to consulting the triage nurse. In our base case setting, we consider opening hours
of 8:00 am to 12:00 pm, the arrival rate of 0.2 patients per minute, two triage nurses, two doctors,
one nurse responsible for treatment and one administrator responsible for the discharge. Our
simulations resulted in an average overall patient waiting time of 49.78 minutes, and an average
triage nurse and doctor queue sizes of 8.43 and 5.41, respectively. This result suggests that
service delivery in the simulated UCC scenario could be optimised through the addition of more
staff, to improve patient flow and shorten overall patient waiting times. An optimal patient flow
was achieved with the provision of one extra triage nurse (i.e. a total of three triage nurses) and
one additional doctor (i.e. a total of two doctors). However, this approach may not be feasible
due to limitations of available staff and due to the high associated costs. Therefore, we
hypothesized that the use of a digital symptom assessment app before the triage process could
be another possible solution. Our simulation suggested that providing digital history-taking
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through a symptom assessment app reduces both average overall patient waiting time and triage
nurse queue length comparable to adding an extra triage nurse, but increases the queue size of
doctors only moderately. Most importantly, the patient-app based history taking reduced the
patient waiting time for the triage nurse from 34.06 minutes to 15.54 minutes i.e. a reduction in
waiting time for triage of 54%. Reduced waiting time is not only inconvenient for patients, but
particularly in an urgent care setting it also results in patients anxiety and this is more
pronounced for older patients [28,29]. Unacceptable waiting times, also cause staff stress, and
this is particularly the case in waiting for the triage nurse [29]. In circumstances, when staff can
do nothing to reduce non-acceptable waiting times, they may react with frustration, shame, and
eventually resignation [29]. Unacceptable waiting for the triage nurse can also result in the
deterioration of the medical condition of patients, as their total wait for treatment can be longer,
and as patients with truely urgent conditions requiring immediate assessment cannot be fasttracked by the triage nurse [29]. For the reasons outlined above, the utilization of app based
intelligent digital symptom and history taking might be more cost-effective or a better solution
when there are not enough nurses available and might reduce patient anxiety, reduce staff
anxiety and improve patient medical care.

Comparisons to the wider literature
One of the principal reasons patients choose UCCs is that perceived waiting times are lower than
in GP practices or in the ED [30]. However, we were unable to identify any time series studies
that report waiting times or other clinical processes in UCCs, and there has been little systematic
data gathering on UCC clinical efficiency [10]. There is more substantial health service delivery
and clinical efficiency research on the ED setting [31], and although time series studies have been
carried out, it is not reported with certainty how long the taking and recording of clinical history
and symptoms takes, nor how much time can be saved through digital history taking tools.

Implications for clinicians and policymakers
This simulation study explores the potential for, and the possible impact of, the introduction of
a new technology in the UCC setting. Its purpose is to guide the further design of the technology,
to explore the potential for the technology, to assist in hypothesis development for clinical trials
testing, and to aid meaningful real world implementation of the technology once it is fully
validated.
It is widely recognised, as reviewed in [32], that many promising digital innovations in healthcare
are ultimately not adopted in practice, or are abandoned soon after limited local pilot utilization.
Often it is not the not the individual limitations of the technology, or individual difficulties in
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implementation that ultimately determine the success of the pilots and wider adoption, but
rather the dynamic interactions between many of these factors [33]. One approach proposed to
reduce the attrition rate of new technologies is to use frameworks for evaluation of new
technologies [32]. Another approach, as used in this study, and as described above and in [20–
22], is to use simulation methods to explore the potential effect, optimisation and implications
for the technology in the complex healthcare system.
An implication of this study for clinicians and policymakers, is that patient self-digital history
taking, using intelligent symptom assessment applications, has the potential to make substantial
improvements to healthcare system efficiency, and that these technologies are worthy of further
investment in the areas of research validation and in implementation.

Unanswered questions and future research
This study shows the potential for app based intelligent digital symptom taking to decrease the
average patient waiting to a similar degree to the addition of a triage nurse, to reduce the number
of people waiting for treatment and to reduce patient average waiting time. These results will be
used for the formation of hypotheses for evaluation in clinical trials, followed by real world
evaluation after implementation. As these are simulation study results, they cannot be used
alone to guide mainstream technology utilisation and therefore clinical trial validation or
carefully controlled pilot implementation should first be carried out.
This study explores the potential effects of patient digital symptom and history taking on patient
flow and queuing, but it does not explore the wider implications of the technology for the quality
of care delivery, of patient experience, of patient safety or of the working experience of health
care staff. These interlinked phenomena need to be addressed in future studies. The purpose of
introducing digital technologies to healthcare should not be limited to flow optimisation and
efficiency gains in a narrow health economic sense, but rather to the wider goal of the
improvement of service provision and service experience.
Overcrowding, at least within EDs, is mainly caused by patients not requiring urgent treatment
[5]. Patients with non-urgent medical problems must, just like patients with urgent medical
problems, have a medical history taken and documented. It is known that high documentation
burden and overcrowding are linked, particularly with respect to history and symptom taking
(anamnesis) documentation burden [34]. For example, in the UK, 41% of ED doctors' time can
be taken up by documenting the patients [34], although the recorded time is for all
documentation, not just of anamnesis. Overcrowding leads to interruptions and these then lead
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to slow history taking and documentation [5], particularly for inexperienced junior physicians
who are overstretched.
At least within the ED setting, staffing levels have been highlighted as a key ingredient for a safe
care environment [34]. In the acute hospital setting, the time required to undertake key tasks of
the admission process including history taking reduces with increasing seniority: senior members
of the team (consultants) were more able to perform elements of the admission process
concurrently, whereas less experienced members did so sequentially and can take over three
times as long. Experienced physicians do symptom and history taking faster than inexperienced
physicians, but taking less time does not necessarily equate with greater accuracy or quality of
the documentation. It has been shown that documentation completeness is less among senior
doctors [35]. Overall, medical performance reduces with stress and over-stretching in the ED, and
is likely to result in greater error making, including in documentation [36]
It has been argued that the introduction of Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) has in many
situations led to increased physician documentation workload, and potentially reduced
efficiency, a phenomenon referred to as the documentation problem [37,38]. There is the
potential, through intelligent digital technology, for a new paradigm, in which the
documentation burden for clinicians is reduced through digital apps used by their patients, with
the resultant records then accessed and interacted with by clinicians, and where the digital tool
acts as an adjunct and assistant to the physician, rather than a distracting system that must be
fed with information. There is potential for health care workers and AI to work together to
provide a faster-to-complete and more accurate documentation. Documentation error can
negatively impact patient safety [27,37]. The role of interactive pre-populated electronic data
records and handling is argued by many to be part of the solution to the documentation problem
[37,38]. Being part of the solution means that the AI must assist the patient and doctor to quickly
create accurate useful documentation, rather than creating additional digital and documentation
burden. Research on the quality of EMRs confirm that EMRs do not, by themselves, support
enhanced physician documentation, support clarity, support accuracy, support completeness, or
support other measures of quality - a metaanalysis of this issue [27] recognised the large
opportunities that exist to incorporate advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning
into chart documentation processes. They concluded that in the future these technologies have
the potential to reduce inaccurate, imprecise, incomplete, or inappropriate documentation.
Modern hospitals are under huge pressure and their work practices are being forced to change
[39]. One particular area where interactive pre-populated electronic data records and digital
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symptom and history taking tools may find a role in the ED is associated with the ED department
‘fast tracks’ [38]. Fast tracks are a common strategy in EDs and consist of dedicated pathways for
patients with non-serious medical conditions. The fast tracks aim to deliver fast healthcare for
this patient group by scheduling them for rapid treatment appropriate to their clinical need, and
therefore also assisting their rapid discharge from the ED [40]. Effectively, most fast tracks are
the implementation of an UCC within the ED. Intelligent digital symptom and history taking tools
have the potential to facilitate fast tracks and fast tracks have been shown to facilitate improved
patient satisfaction metrics (doubled values) and may play an important role in Improvement of
ED performance on clinical quality performance benchmarks [41].
The role of intelligent digital patient symptom taking tools in reducing documentation burden,
facilitating fast tracks, increasing the patient safety through more accurate documentation and
through reducing ED and UCC overcrowding and congestion requires more research in simulation
studies, clinical investigations and pilot technology role-out.

Strengths and limitations of this study
We acknowledge that the choice of modeling technique, model structure, and chosen parameter
values limit the generalizability of results. We used discrete-event simulation to simulate a queue
of events. In our simulation, patients and resources are all treated as passive and we did not
consider any ongoing learning that can influence patients and health worker interactions. We
consider that there will be minimal ongoing learning that will be relevant to queuing times, as
the health workers are already familiar and working optimally in the UCC environment,
irrespective of the precise staffing provision, and that patients will have minimal influence on
queuing time through learned behaviour. Therefore, for the scenarios investigated in this study,
the use of the DES method is not a major limitation. However, if it was relevant to introduce the
dynamic behaviour of patients and resources, DES is not an optimal solution, and other
simulation techniques such as agent-based modelling could be considered.
Also, the nature of UCCs varies from facility to facility and from country to country [10], with
some facilities having some planned appointments, and many having only walk-in appointments.
In our model, we only consider the UCC setting without any planned appointments. Also, we
considered a first-in-first-out flow of the patients, not considering the urgency of treatment of
individual patients. However, the use of a poisson distribution for treatment durations implicitly
captured higher resource use of more severe cases. We do not explicitly model the low number
of patients for which the triage nurse will fast-track a patient to immediate consultation with a
doctor. When this happens, it is very important for the individual patient, but occurs relatively
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uncommonly in the setting we modeled in this study, approximately once or twice per day in the
experience of the UCC clinicians we have consulted in the planning phase of this study. This rate
of occurrence will have minimal effect on the overall simulation results.
Our conclusion that reduced patient waiting time to see the triage nurse is likely to reduce patient
anxiety is based upon the evidence that, even for the proportion of patients that use the digital
symptom assessment tool on arrival at the UCC waiting room, the activity of completing the
assessment does not contribute to anxiety in the same manner as inactive waiting.
The time saving through use of a symptom assessment app for clinical history taking is based on
an estimate from clinicians in the ED setting, and not an UCC. No precise data on time saving in
the UCC setting is available and this will be the subject of later research. Future studies should
explore the effect of a symptom assessment application in a real-world setting, where demand,
staffing and organizational structure may vary.
For minor injuries, the triage nurse may not always carry out an extensive history and symptom
talking and may proceed straight away with simple treatment, e.g., applying bandages. These
cases are not included in our model and would lead to a longer queue at the triage nurse,
increasing the bottleneck in the base case scenario.
The duplication of medical history-taking is well recognised in the clinical literature, with the
history taken repeatedly from the same patient by different medical personnel. An example of
this in the ED setting is described by [34], who reported history taking: (i) by the triage nurse; (ii)
by the clerking (student) physician; (iii) by the 2nd-clerking on transfer to the acute medical unit;
(iv) at history review in the general ward round; (v) at history retaking on admission to a speciality
ward. Studies have shown that, in the ED setting, the retaking of clinical history provides no
clinical benefit, with the history often recorded near verbatim to the previous history, as part of
a recognised ‘futile clinical cycle’ [34]. Although there is no data in the literature on repeated
history taking in the UCC setting, in this study, we model with the assumption that history taking
time is saved for both the triage nurse and for the treating physician, based on the assumption
both the triage nurse and the treating physician benefit from the highly structured information
recorded in the clinical history report from the symptom assessment application.
Taking symptoms and patient histories by the triage nurse and the treating doctor have different
purposes - while the triage nurse needs to flag down potentially life-threatening emergencies,
the doctor’s symptom and history taking aims to uncover the underlying cause for complaints
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and assessing risk factors for therapeutic interventions. We assume that the information queried
and the time spent in both cases overlap to a large degree and thus assessing symptoms once
using a digital symptom assessment tool, which collects a thorough history, creates efficiencies.
Furthermore, we assume that nurses and doctors can assess the recorded symptoms within their
standard workflow. Disruptions in the workflow caused by introducing digital symptom
assessment tools likely reduce the observed efficiencies in the initial implementation and
learning phase of the technology.

Conclusions
Our simulation results show that compared to the base case of the UCC, the use of app based
intelligent digital symptom taking has the potential to decrease the average patient waiting to a
similar degree to the addition of a triage nurse, and in addition, fewer people wait for
examination by the doctors and the patient average overall patient waiting time is reduced. Most
importantly, there is the potential to have a 54% reduction in waiting time to see the triage nurse
and reducing this time is known to reduce patient anxiety, staff anxiety and to improve patient
care. These simulation results have been used for clinical trial hypotheses forming and have the
potential, through this, to impact service provision and approaches to digitalisation.
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